o. Introduction
The motivation for this paper partially arose from the This function has among others the following algebraic pro perty (*)moo(x,x,y) = moo(x,y,x) = moo(y,x,x) = x for all x,y E Q. Since having a function with this property is clearly a retraction invariant it follows that every (com pact) AR has such a function. A ternary operation ~ on a space X which satisfies (*) will be called from now on a mixer. Hence we can reformulate the above observation by saying that every AR has a mixer and the question arises whether every (metrizable) continuum with a mixer is an AR.
Note that the above mixer and its "retracts" are also sym metric, i.e. moo(x,y,z) = moo(x,z,y) = in particular, such a continuum is locally connected.
As a consequence, a finite dimensional continuum X is an AR iff X has a mixer. We were unable to solve our problem in the infinite dimensional case. However, we will show that a contractible continuum with a mixer is EC which shows that for obtaining a counterexample to our question an example like Borsuk's ( [1] , p. 124) famous contractible and locally contractible compactum which is not an AR is of no help.
All spaces in consideration are compact metric.
Spaces with a Mixer are COO and LC 00
In this section we show that each continuum with a mixer is COO and LC Let ~: x~ X be a mixer and take x E K. Then
and by compactness there is a neighborhood V of x such that
connected we conclude that Proof. Let U be a neighborhood of a. As in the proof of the preceding lemma we can find a neighborhood V of'a with
Let no E N be such that xn'Y E V for all n > no. For such n n, the triple (xn,yn,zn) is in the left hand set above, whence ~(xn'Yn,zn) E U for each n > n . o We can now prove our first main theorem. 
Let f: Sn + V be a map. We use the standard representations
Let u E B n + l be defined by u. = 0 for 1 < i < n. This proves continuity of f. 
EC Structures
A locaZ equiconnecting function (cf. 
2~1.
Theorem. Let X be a continuum with a mixer.
If X is contractibte then X admits an equiconnecting func 'tion.
Proof. Let H: X x I ~ X be a homotopy which is the identity at stage 0 and which is constant at stage 1. In addition, let ~ be a mixer. Define an equiconnecting func tion A by
A(x l ,x 2 ,t) = ~(xl,x2,H(x2,2-2t»
The check that A is indeed an equiconnecting function is left to the reader.
As a corollary we obtain that Borsuk1s Proof. Let It is easily seen that H is a contraction. By using Theorem 2.1 we find that X is even EC.
Remarks 3
An important construction related to a mixer ~: x~ X is to obtain neighborhoods V c U e X with
The above results can be adapted for "local" mixers provided one requires such a map to be defined on a neighborhood of 3 the diagonal of x containing enough small sets of the above type. This will be investigated in a forthcoming paper of the authors, in which we will also obtain results for noncompact spaces (cf. [5] ).
